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Abstract

Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) currently provides the only direct writing technique for truly three-dimensional nanostructures with geometrical features below 50 nm. Unfortunately, the depositions from metal-organic precursors suffer from a substantial carbon content. This hinders many applications, especially in plasmonics where the metallic nature of the geometric surfaces is mandatory. To overcome this problem a post-deposition treatment with oxygen plasma at room temperature was investigated for the purification of gold containing EBID structures. Upon plasma treatment, the structures experience a shrinkage in diameter of about 18 nm but entirely keep their initial shape. The proposed purification step results in a core-shell structure with the core consisting of mainly unaffected EBID material and a gold shell of about 20 nm in thickness. These purified structures are plasmonically active in the visible wavelength range as shown by dark field optical microscopy on helical nanostructures. Most notably, electromagnetic modeling of the corresponding scattering spectra verified that the thickness and quality of the resulting gold shell ensures an optical response equal to that of pure gold nanostructures.
Plasmonic deals with strongly geometry and material dependent collective excitations of the free-electron gas in metallic nanostructures. The resonant behavior of such plasmonic nanostructures allows for extreme light localization and, in case of chiral three-dimensional nanostructures like helices, also for the manipulation of circular polarization states\(^1\) and possibly even non-linear effects.\(^2\)

These geometrically highly demanding truly three-dimensional nanostructures can be fabricated using electron beam induced deposition (EBID).\(^3\) EBID is a direct writing method, a central advantage compared to indirect methods like etching\(^4\) or lithography.\(^5\) The phenomenon that material can be deposited by the impact of an electron beam has been known since the early days of electron microscopy. It often occurs as unwanted sample contamination during the imaging process.\(^6\) Nowadays, there exists a variety of precursors which can be used to intentionally deposit different kinds of material by electron beam induced dissociation.\(^3\) Hereby, a precursor gas is locally injected through a needle into the vacuum chamber of an electron microscope. The electron beam decomposes the molecules of the precursor into a volatile part which is pumped out of the chamber, and a non-volatile part which forms the deposits onto the substrate.\(^3\) Due to the small spot sizes of the electron beam in combination with its flexible control, the EBID process enables the fabrication of structures with nanometer lateral resolution\(^7\) and of complex three-dimensional shapes.\(^8\) Today, the most common applications of EBID range from photo mask repair\(^9\) to the fabrication of tips with high aspect ratio for atomic force microscopy\(^10\) or the deposition and optimization of conductive structures, e.g. for building nano electrodes.\(^11\) However, even beyond electrical applications, the high lateral resolution in combination with the three-dimensional capability render EBID a promising fabrication tool in nano-optics, and especially plasmonics.

For the deposition of metallic structures, precursors, based on metal-organic compounds, are commonly used, resulting in composite deposits consisting of a carbonaceous matrix in which metal crystals are embedded.\(^12\) The high carbon content leads to unwanted high resistivities,\(^12,13\) as well as to a drastically changed optical behavior,\(^14\) of the EBID material compared to the pure metal. One exception is the purely inorganic precursor PF\(_3\)AuCl which enables carbon-free deposits with resistivities of only ten times the value of bulk gold.\(^15\) However, the containing fluorine and chlorine are strong etching agents having a negative impact on the vacuum chamber itself\(^16\) and the resulting deposits consists of small particles,\(^16\) making the fabrication of three-dimensional structures difficult.
Another way to reduce the amount of carbon and further impurities to a certain extent is provided by tuning the deposition parameters using e.g. higher electron beam currents.\textsuperscript{17} Yet, the thereby achievable improvement is limited and the high beam currents are undesired for the achievement of a minimal resolution.\textsuperscript{18}

Since the strong resonances in plasmonics rely on excitations of the free electron, only present in pure metals, the unavoidable carbon content is the major drawback of fabrication using EBID. Hence, there is a variety of purification techniques to reduce the carbon content. Up to now most techniques rely on in-situ substrate heating during the deposition process\textsuperscript{19} or post-treatments of the structures by annealing in different oxidizing atmospheres\textsuperscript{20,21}, electron irradiation or laser treatment of the structures.\textsuperscript{22} While these studies show good results for the purification of mainly planar deposits, the purification of complex three-dimensional EBID nanostructures still remains a significant challenge.

First attempts towards the purification of complex gold-based EBID structures while preserving their shape have been made. By using only moderate temperatures around 175°C and ozone as an oxidizing agent a complete purification could be achieved, even though the shape could not be perfectly preserved.\textsuperscript{8} Further investigations on vertical standing nanopillars using the precursor Me\textsubscript{2}-Au-tfa applied an \textit{in-situ} electron beam treatment in combination with a postdeposition treatment and found areas of pure gold crystals inside the structures\textsuperscript{23}, similar to earlier results in an environmental scanning electron microscope.\textsuperscript{24} However, in both cases no closed metal surface was present onto the nanostructures.

Such a plasmonically active surfaces can in principal be achieved using the EBID structures as a template which is coated by metal through thermal evaporation.\textsuperscript{25} Where hereby a conformal coating of complex geometries is difficult to achieve due to shadowing effects during the coating.

So far, concerning plasmonic applications, nanostructures written using an ion beam and platinum containing precursors without any additional treatment showed a promising optical performance e.g. arrays of helices showed a circular dichroism in the visible range.\textsuperscript{26} However, the optical description of composite nanostructures is challenging.\textsuperscript{14}

Furthermore gold, instead of platinum, would represent an ideal choice for plasmonics nanostructures since they combine strongly resonant features in the visible range with full chemical stability.
To directly achieve plasmonically active metal surfaces in combination with shape preservation, a simple and fast oxygen plasma cleaning step at room temperature is investigated. First, the quality of purification is addressed by measuring the resistivity of planar structures and the atomic composition with EDX. The geometrical modification of the structure by the oxygen plasma is examined by REM and TEM measurements on single pillars. Next, the purification of more complex three-dimensional structures, in this study gold helices with three pitches, is investigated. Finally, the plasmonic activity of the purified helices is examined using dark field scattering spectra and compared to finite element modeling of geometrically equivalent pure gold helices.

One important aspect in terms of purification for optical applications is the strongly restricted penetration of electromagnetic fields at optical frequencies, called the skin-effect. Typical skin depths of gold in the visible range are of the order of 15 nm\(^2\) what directly implies that not more than the realization of a gold shell with this critical thickness is necessary.

**Results and Discussion**

Different geometries are fabricated by EBID using the metal-organic precursor Me\(_2\)Au(acac) and post treated by cold oxygen plasma in a table-top laboratory plasma cleaning system: (I) Single standing pillars to study the shrinking and purification depth of the process, (II) planar structures *i.e.* lines and rectangles to investigate the electrical properties of the purified material as well as the atomic composition, and (III) helices with three pitches to prove the shape preservation even for complex structures and the plasmonic activity.
First the influence of the plasma treatment on the geometry of single pillars is investigated. The scanning electron micrographs in Figure 1 (a) – (b) show the pillar geometry before and after treatment with oxygen plasma for two minutes. The pillar experiences a reduction in volume when exposed to the oxygen plasma, accompanied by a significant increase of surface roughness. A systematic investigation of EBID pillars of varying diameter but equal heights shows, that the reduction in diameter by the plasma treatment is independent from the initial diameter (see Figure 2). Instead, all pillars exhibit the same overall reduction of about 18 nm, suggesting that the purification process has a certain constant penetration depth. A possible explanation is that the plasma has a limited penetration depth, forming a closed gold shell beyond which no further purification and, therefore, no further shrinking occurs. The reduction in size is caused by the oxidation of carbon atoms in the EBID deposit by the impact of oxygen radicals forming volatile species like e.g. CO, CO₂.²⁸

However, the stability of the shape showed a significant dependence on the diameter. While pillars with diameters larger than 60 nm reliably maintain their shapes, decreasing diameters lead
to increasing deformation probability. This observation suggests a critical thickness of the EBID pillars, below which they are not stable against the heat induced during the plasma treatment (see supporting information).

To gain detailed insights into the mechanism of oxygen plasma purification of the composite EBID material and to verify the proposed core shell structure, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the pillars as deposited and after plasma treatment is performed. The micrographs in Figure 1 (c) – (e) show the morphology change occurring during the purification process. The pillar in the as-deposited state Fig 1(c) has the typical composite structure of gold crystals (dark spots) equally distributed within the bright carbonaceous matrix. In the purified pillar Figure 1(d) the core-shell structure can hardly been distinguished due to the decreased transparency for the electron beam upon purification. Therefore, thinning with a focused ion beam milling was employed to unveil the core-shell structure more clearly Figure 1(e). This cross-sectional view reveals the closed outer shell of high gold content with a thickness of about 20 nm, and the inner core of unpurified EBID material. The bright layers onto the visible pure gold layer are caused by carbon deposition from residual gases present in the vacuum chamber.

A more detailed investigation of the time evolution of purification (see supporting information) propose the top down nature of the purification, or, in the case of pillars, the out-to-inside. This is in agreement with earlier studies on EBID purification of platinum precursor in oxygen atmosphere under electron radiation, where the top-down mechanism is attributed to a low permeability coefficient and a high chemisorption of oxygen, which results in a purification restricted close to the surface. In contrast to the treatment of platinum deposition in water vapor with a higher permeability coefficient and a lower chemisorption a bottom-up purification has been noted. The observed out- to inside purification in this study is a first hint that the permeability coefficient of the radicals is comparably small in the case of oxygen plasma applied for gold-containing deposits. The growth of gold layers is accompanied by Ostwald ripening, resulting in the formation of
islands.\textsuperscript{30} Depending on the temperature a closed layer of gold occurs between 10 – 20 nm,\textsuperscript{31} suggesting that the purification with oxygen plasma is self-limiting up to the point where a closed gold layer has formed, hindering further penetration of the oxidizing species.

As mentioned before, the resistivity of EBID material is related to its metal content.\textsuperscript{12} To confirm the purification effect of the plasma treatment and to quantify the improvement, the electrical resistivity of the EBID material before and after the treatment is compared. A two point resistance measurement on four EBID bridges between differently spaced gold pads is performed to eliminate the contribution of contact resistance. Figure 3(a) shows an atomic force micrograph along with the extracted height profile of an EBID bridge geometry used for determining the cross-sectional area. Figure 3(b) presents the corresponding dependence of the measured resistance before and after the plasma purification on length/area of the bridge. From the slope the specific resistivity was determined to be 360 (±14) $\mu\Omega$m for the pure EBID material, strongly decreasing to 10 (±2) $\mu\Omega$m for the purified material. In the same manner the contact resistance, extracted from the y-axis intercept, drops from 173 (±45) $\Omega$ to 60 (±6) $\Omega$. This large improvement of conductivity is remarkable remembering that only the outer shell of the material is purified while the core still consist of unpurified EBID material. Taking into account the core-shell geometry the deduced specific resistivity only represents an upper limit for the purified EBID material in the shell. If assuming a constant 20 nm thick shell throughout the whole bridge, based on the TEM results, surrounding otherwise unchanged EBID material with the specific resistivity measured before
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**Figure 3.** (a) Atomic force micrograph and extracted height profile of EBID bridge between two gold pads. (b) Resistance over length/area of EBID bridges measured between four different distances before (black) and after (red) plasma purification.
purification, this results in a specific resistivity of 1.1 (± 0.5) \( \mu \Omega m \) for the shell material. While the specific resistivity of bulk gold (0.02 \( \mu \Omega m \)) is almost two orders of magnitude smaller compared to the purified shell, thin layers of pure gold typically show lower resistivities compared to the bulk value, e.g. about 0.4 \( \Omega \mu m \) for a layer thickness of 37 nm. This behavior can be explained by the strong dependence of resistivity on the number of grain boundaries inside the material. Thin metallic layers typically show reduced grain sizes and thereby a significantly higher density of grain boundaries. This holds true for the plasma purification process, where the layer is assembled from the nm-sized gold grains present in the EBID material (see TEM picture Figure 1(c)). Additionally the strong surface roughness of the purified EBID surface (see Figure 1(b)) actually makes the assumption of a smooth 20 nm layer also an upper estimation to the specific resistivity of the shell material. Certainly also possible is an imperfect purification of the EBID shell still containing traces of carbon and oxygen. As mentioned before, the deposition parameters have an influence on the resulting structure and atomic composition and are not identical for planar and three dimensional deposits. In addition, when depositing planar structures compared to nanostructures, the larger area results in less substrate heating during the process and thus results in a lower metal content. Furthermore the supply of molecules and thus the resulting composition is different. Thus, it can’t be guaranteed that the conductivity determined from the planar structures is exactly the same as for the pillars. But since the general structure and atomic
constituents of the material are the same, the purification effect for planar structures and pillars should be comparable. And since the measured resistivity is mostly determined by the purified shell, the value should be a good approximation for vertical structures also.

The presented results, volume shrinking, the formation of a core-shell structure as well as the improvement of electrical conductivity propose that carbon is removed from the EBID composite. While these methods provide for an indirect access to the amount of gold and carbon, energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDX) provides a direct measurement of the atomic composition. However, the determination of the exact amount of light elements using EDX is rather difficult. This is true especially for the case of carbon constituting a typical contamination of residual gases inside the vacuum chamber. Therefore, the quantification presented here relies on peaks ratios of Au:C after subtracting the background instead of absolute amounts.

Figures 4 (a) and (b) show scanning electron micrographs of the investigated planar deposits before and after oxygen plasma treatment. As in the case of pillars a distinct surface roughening is observed; even cracks and holes are visible. The height of the purified pad was 12 nm in average. Thus, assuming that the thickness of the purified layer of the planar structure is comparable with the one of the pillar the plasma cleaned pad should consist of purified material only. A pure gold sample with 250 nm of gold evaporated onto a silicon wafer was used for comparison. The corresponding EDX spectra and peak ratios are presented in Figure 4 (c) and (d). The fact that the EDX spectrum of the pure gold sample (blue curve) shows no signal of the underlying silicon
substrate proves that the signal originates from gold material only. However, as expected even the pure gold sample exhibits a distinct carbon signal resulting from the residual gases inside the chamber. Comparing the peak ratios of gold to carbon in the pure EBID material with the purified material, an increase from 0.8 to 3.1 is observed. The silicon peak of the substrate is increased in the EDX spectra of the plasma treated sample because of the thinner layer of material on the one hand and because of the formation of voids on the other hand. The increase of the oxygen peak in Figure 4 (d) can be mainly attributed to the larger influence of the substrate. The EDX measurements show that the reduction in diameter and the improvement of the electrical conductivity can be attributed to a substantial effective removal of carbon atoms from the EBID material.

To demonstrate that the plasma cleaning step indeed purifies complex structures to such an extent that they can optically compete with pure gold, helices with three pitches were fabricated and plasma treated. Figure 5 (a)-(c) shows scanning electron micrographs of a helix as-deposited and after purification, along with a mesh plot of the helix modeled. The shape of the helix is well maintained by the purification step and no distortions occurred. The dimensions for the modeled helix are carefully extracted from the SEM images, under consideration of the tilted view of 38°. To study the optical response of the purified helix, dark field scattering spectra are recorded and compared to scattering efficiencies from electrodynamic modeling of a pure gold helix (see Figure 5(c)).

Besides the expected significantly larger broadening of the resonances due to the unavoidable higher losses in the experiment, possible caused by grain boundaries, surface roughness and traces of carbon, the overall agreement is remarkable. Both spectra show two distinct strong resonances and, interestingly, one small resonance in-between, visible as a shoulder, because of less broadening more pronounced in case of the experimentally determined spectrum. The experimentally determined position of the short wavelength resonance around 570 nm is slightly red-shifted compared to the simulated results. The long wavelength resonance at 950 nm instead matches almost perfectly with the simulation and in the same manner the shoulder around 790 nm is well-reproduced in the simulation. The only deviation from the modeling is one additional peak around 450 nm showing up in the experimental spectrum only. This could possibly originate from purified deposits around the helix or surface roughness induced by the purification. The overall
agreement between experiment and theory proves that an optical description in terms of pure gold nanostructured is justified for the presented purification routine. This shows, for the first time, pasmonic gold helices having resonance in the visible range. To further study the observed resonant features a systematic investigation using adapted polarization states like e.g. circular polarization in combination with corresponding simulations is under current investigation.

**Conclusions**

In this work a fast and simple oxygen plasma treatment for nanostructures fabricated with electron beam induced deposition has been presented. In contrast to former purification studies, which focused mainly on planar deposits, the presented purifications method was confirmed to be successful in case of complex three dimensional helical nanostructures. While the diameters were reduced, the shapes of the helices were entirely maintained. TEM investigation of the cross section of EBID pillars revealed that the purification results in a core-shell structure whereby the core consists of mostly unaffected EBID composite with a 20 nm thick purified shell. The quality improvement of the material was investigated by electrical and EDX measurements on planar deposits showing that the shell exhibits a drastically high content of gold, compared to the pure EBID material. The optical investigation employing dark field reflection measurements displayed two distinct resonances of a purified helix lying in the visible and near infrared region. These resonances show an excellent agreement with simulated scattering spectra of geometrically equivalent gold helices from finite element modeling. This result proves that the arising gold surface is both, plasmonically active and has a sufficient thickness to neglect the remaining composite core in the optical response. In summary, the subsequent plasma cleaning step provides a simple, fast and reliable tool for the direct surface purification of complex-shaped EBID nanostructures and thereby the missing link for an easy utilization of EBID in plasmonics. Hence, the post deposition plasma treatment in combination with the 3D flexibility of EBID paves the way for an efficient fabrication of three-dimensional gold nanostructures of unprecedented flexibility and resolution for various plasmonic applications.

**Methods**

All EBID depositions were carried out in an FEI Strata dual beam system using the gold containing metal-organic precursor Me₂Au(acac), which is inserted inside the chamber through an integrated gas injection system (GIS). The temperature of the precursor reservoir was fixed at 34
°C throughout all growing processes. The electron beam movement was controlled by directly addressing a patterning board using stream files containing coordinates and dwell times for each pixel.

Whereas the deposition parameters electron energy (15 kV), beam current (203 pA) and working distance (5 mm) were kept constant for all geometries. To achieve three dimensional constructs instead of planar deposits long dwell times and/or small pixel spacings are necessary. Thus, for the planar structures, a dwell time of 1 µs and a pixel spacing of 5 nm were used while for the pillars and helices the pixel spacing had to be reduced to 1 nm and the dwell time was increased to 1.2 ms. To realize helices with similar pitch heights for each turn the dwell time has been increased to 1.4 ms and 1.8 ms for the second and third turn, respectively. To avoid any lamella preparation and transfer process for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), pillars were directly grown on an Omniprobe TEM grids. Only a thinning by a focused gallium beam at 30 kV energy with a beam current of 10 pA was applied to picture the cross section the purified pillars. All TEM images were acquired with a Gatan Orius CCD-Camera inside a CM12 (Phillips) at an accelerating voltage of 120 KV. Except for the TEM grids, all other depositions were done on a silicon substrate with a 300 nm thermally grown oxide. For electrical characterization pure gold pads of 100 nm height with a linearly increasing distance from 0.7 to 3.7 µm onto a 10 nm adhesion layer from titanium were evaporated through a lithographic mask, using an electron beam evaporator type Balzer PLS 570 with base pressure around $10^{-6}$ mbar. Two point resistance measurements were performed using a Keithley SCS 4200 semiconductor characterization system using currents $< 1$ mA to prevent Joule heating during the measurement. From the linear I-V curves the resistance was extracted (see in Supporting Information). The topographic profiles of the bridges were measured before and after purification using an atomic force microscope of type SmartSPM™ 1000 from AIST-NT. The material composition was determined by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) measurements onto square EBID pads with a side length of 1 µm in a Tescan Lyra 3 dual beam microscope equipped with a Bruker EDX Quantax system. All spectra were taken in spot mode with an acquisition time of 60 seconds at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. As reference samples a gold layer of 250 nm has been evaporated on silicon substrate.

Finally, the purification itself was performed using cold oxygen plasma in a table-top laboratory plasma cleaning system (zepto – diener electronic) operating at 40 kHz. Pressure and input power were optimized to 0.3 mbar and 70 W, respectively, providing an optimal compromise between
minimizing structural damage under maximal purification. Scattering spectra were recorded using a Zeiss Axio Imager optical microscope under dark field configuration. The sample was illuminated with unpolarized light of a halogen lamp through a 100x objective (NA 0.75). The scattered light is collected with the same objective and out-coupled through a 400 µm optical fiber to a Horiba iHR 320 spectrometer. Hereby, the experimentally detected signal is proportional to the scattering efficiency of the helix and the light intensity of the source.\textsuperscript{35}

Therefore all spectra were normalized by subtracting the background and dividing by the source spectra.

\[
I = \frac{I_{\text{scattering}} - I_{\text{dark}}}{I_{\text{source}}}
\]

To compare the experimentally retrieved spectra finite element modeling (FEM) was applied, using a three-dimensional spherical simulation domain with perfectly matched layers. The simulation was set up according to earlier models\textsuperscript{36} and verified using Mie calculations as the analytic solution for a single sphere. The wavelength was parametrized using Matlab scripting which extracted absorption efficiencies as well directionally dependent scattering efficiencies (forward, backward, side). The geometrical parameters of the gold helix were retrieved from SEM images after purification. Given the fact that the gold shell thickness after purification being above the skin depth of gold at optical frequencies the permittivity of the helices was assumed to be the one of pure gold.\textsuperscript{37}
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Supporting Information

I-V Curve of EBID bridge, TEM crosssection for different time steps, SEM deformed pillar

Variation of Plasma Purification Time

Figure 1. Cross section of purified pillars for different time steps.
Figure 1 shows the cross section of EBID pillars for three different time steps. Visible is the formation of the shell at the edge of the pillar while the inner part is unaffected. The bright layers onto the visible pure gold layer are caused by carbon deposition from residual gases present in the vacuum chamber of the TEM.

**Deformation of Thin Pillar**

![Deformation of Thin Pillar](image)

**Figure 2.** Deformation of a thin pillar during
Figure 2 shows the deformation of a thin pillar during the purification in oxygen plasma.

**Measurement of Resistance**

![Measurement of Resistance](image)

**Figure 3.** Current-Voltage plot of the bridge with a length of 700 nm.
Figure 3 shows an exemplary I-V curve of the first EBID bridge. Due to the linear relation between length and resistance it is possible to extract the specific resistivity $\rho$ as well as the contact resistance between the EBID material and the gold pads using formula

$$ R = \rho \frac{l}{A} + 2 * R_{contact} \quad (1) $$

The contact resistance in formula 1 takes into account the junction between EBID material and gold pad. The error of the resistivity is the standard deviation of the linear fit.